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          About

A prestigious name in French culinary circles, DALLOYAU is the only maison de gastronomie to serve the Palace of Versailles since 1682.
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            Discover the great history of DALLOYAU
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            Meet our house of expertises
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          Products

DALLOYAU is an esteemed brand with a rich legacy of 30,000 unique recipes, collected over centuries of culinary excellence. We innovate, but within boundary that must not be crossed: the taste.
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            Celebrate life’s greatest occasions with a slice of sweet delight
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            Using low-sugar recipes and freshly grounded almond paste to amplify elegant texture and irreplaceable taste
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            Unique, artisan handmade chocolate from France with complex, balanced and consistent flavours
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          Menu

DALLOYAU is an ambassador of French gastronomy, creating classic delicacies made from authentic, closely guarded French recipes for the city’s food-savvy locals.
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            A Parisian bistro that celebrates the full spectrum of French flavours with a comfortably versatile space that is perfect for meals, meetings and celebrations
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            We provide an extensive range of catering services, from delicious bites for business meetings or casual parties, to large-scale events with custom-made menus
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            A special takeaway or delivery menu is served to let you enjoy authentic French cuisine in your office or at the comfort of your own home
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              Sign up for our newsletter and be the first to know our special offers!
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          Please login and you will add product to your wishlist
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